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We are Froneri
Experts in ice
cream and dessert
solutions

Let us help you grow your business
with our celebrated brands, bringing
excitement to your dessert menu. We
have a passion for excellence and quality
- delivering consumer satisfaction
through a full appreciation of your
business needs.
Froneri has decades of business and
ice cream manufacturing expertise.
We’re the number 2 global ice cream
manufacturer, with a vision to become
the best ice cream company in the
world – join us on that journey.
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Selling more:

Buying better:

Taking cost out:

We have a big focus on
customers, innovation and
quality to grow faster than
the market.

We work together with our
suppliers to ensure optimal
quality at competitive levels.

We benchmark internally
and externally, harmonize
where possible and optimise
our supply chain to drive
end to end efficiencies.
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Add value to
your dessert
menu with
our brands

In these challenging times, with a slow market
growth predicted* and over 60% of consumers
actively trying to save money^, you’ll need to
provide a value-for-money offering that gets
consumers through the door and provides product
confidence.
By adding our trusted brand names to your menu
you are more likely to build consumer loyalty and
increase your sales.

Fewer Products More Plates.
Optimise your freezer space by focusing on a small range of
quality ice cream flavours which work across your menu in
multiple ways - from plated desserts, to sundaes and milkshakes.
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*Mintel Report, Covid-19’s Impact on British Consumers (July 2020)
^Lumina Intelligence, Foodservice Delivery Market Report 2020
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We strive for excellence in everything we do to experience the unique taste sensations which have
always been a feature of Mövenpick ice cream.
A passion for the extraordinary, the very best natural ingredients and the savoir faire of the Mövenpick
craftsmen have always formed the basis of Mövenpick’s refined creations.
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MOVENPICK

THE ORIGINS OF MÖVENPICK ICE CREAM
It is important for the Mövenpick ice cream makers to build longstanding relationships with the best
suppliers to ensure each ingredient used in the recipes is unsurpassed in quality.
Time is spent to ensure ingredients are always of the highest standard. Whether it’s the Swiss milk and cream
from cows with a high quality of life due to the amount of time they spend in fresh air, or the chocolate by
renowned Swiss chocolatiers, the ingredients have been carefully sourced to ensure a taste of luxury with
every mouthful of Mövenpick ice cream or sorbet.

”Open a window into the garden of pleasure” Ueli
Prager, our founder, believed that natural ingredients
would provide pleasurable indulgence. We believe
that pure, natural ingredients and Alpine cream can be
blended together to create a delicious and premium ice
cream experience.

The most important ingredient in ice cream is cream! So we
use only the best. Our farmers have small farms which are
located in the serenity of the Alps. Our cows are mostly in
open stalls and lawns, fed primarily on grass, flowers and
herbs.

TASTE SENSATION
It is the creaminess and consistency of taste that sets Mövenpick apart from its competitors.
Each flavour has its very own recipe, even from the initial mixture creating the perfect balance of ingredients.
The ripples and inclusions are there to add depth and contrast ensuring a taste sensation with every scoop.

Our craftsman explore the world just like our founder
by being “open and curious to everything”.
We experience life to innovate and create with
an open-minded and joyful attitude, we dare to think
outside the square and embrace new flavours and
trends.
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MOVENPICK

ICE CREAM

Low melting point: Stands strong on the plate
Swiss perfection: Consistent product with pieces and ripples so every scoop has the same
taste sensation Our tasty sorbets have a high fruit content
Best of nature: No artificial additives, flavourings or colours
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VANILLA DREAM

SWISS CHOCOLATE

As iconic as our flag, our Vanilla Dream is a Mövenpick classic.
We blend Madagascan Bourbon Vanilla with Alpine cream.
So good you’ll think you’re dreaming.

We may be blowing our own Alphorn but we believe Swiss
Chocolate is the best in the world. It’s even better rippled
through our Mövenpick ice cream!

• 100ml • 5L

• 100ml • 5L

MINT CHOCOLATE

STRAWBERRY

Alpine cream, crunchy cocoa shavings with a zing of mint
make this ice cream as fresh as a morning walk on a
Swiss glacier.

There’s only one way to make the best strawberry ice cream.
We transform ripe strawberries into the finest puree and pure
juice and then mix all this fruity goodness with our best cream.

• 2.4L

• 100ml • 5L
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MOVENPICK

ICE CREAM

ICE CREAM

RUM

&

CARAMELITA

WHITE CHOCOLATE

RAISIN

Our Caramelita is one-of-a-kind. Creamy caramel ice cream
with soft buttery caramel pieces that melt in your mouth.
An unsurpassed classic from Mövenpick.

Chocolate as pure white as the snow capped Alps. Alpine
cream swirled with Swiss white chocolate and crunchy white
chocolate shavings will take you to the highest peaks of delight.

For the best rum, we had to go to Jamaica. It has the perfect
balance of spices when combined with the sweet sultanas to
make this classic ice cream a Mövenpick classic.

• 2.4L

• 2.4L

• 2.4L

CAPPUCCINO
Good ice cream starts with the cream…. And good coffee
starts with the bean. That’s why we only use the tasty Arabica
beans from Colombia. It has such an authentic coffee flavour
you may want to have it for breakfast!
• 2.4L

PANNA COTTA RASPBERRY

MAPLE WALNUT

VANILLA BROWNIE

We love waking up to the fresh air and so do our raspberries.
We pick them in the early morning hours when they’re at their
best and perfect for blending with our Alpine cream.

Nobody can make Maple Syrup like the Canadians. That’s why
we wouldn’t go anywhere else to find the
very best to blend with our Alpine cream.

This ice cream combines top-notch brownies with creamy
vanilla ice cream, topped with the finest hazelnut nougat.

• 2.4L

• 2.4L
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CHOCOLATE

&

SALTED CARAMEL

Like blue skies and snow capped mountain peaks some things
are meant to be together. It’s the same for our Chocolate &
Salted Caramel ice cream. Together with salted almond brittle
it tastes amazing.

• 2.4L

• 2.4L
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SORBETS

A RANGE OF SIMPLE RECIPES
USING THE FINEST INGREDIENTS
Increase margin in your dessert & drinks menu | Increase attractiveness in your menu
Quick to prepare, no significant labour cost | Cost under control

PISTACHIO

LEMON SORBET

We use unroasted pistachios
for fresh natural flavour and texture.
Pure and how nature intended, just like Switzerland.

We leave our lemons to sit out in the sun to give them that
extra punchy citrus flavour. Small chunks and real juice, is there
any better way of enjoying a lemon?

• 2.4L

• 2.4L

RASPBERRY SORBET

PASSION FRUIT

&

MANGO SORBET

A firework of sorbet and coulis, made with raspberries. An
authentic and single taste with a high fruit content of 52.5%.

Even exotic fruits love the cold. Sun-ripened passion fruit from
South America, loaded with sweet Mango pieces.

• 2.4L

• 2.4L
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MOVENPICK

ICE CREAM

Recipes

CHOCO LOVER
Swiss Chocolate ice cream and
Raspberry sorbet,
raspberries, chocolate sauce.

CARIBBEAN
BREEZE
Passion Fruit & Mango sorbet and
Pistachio ice cream, exotic fruit,
toasted almonds and wafer biscuit.

SWISS CHOCOLATE CHOUX
Swiss Chocolate ice cream and
choux, whipped chocolate cream,
chocolate sauce and shavings.

STRAWBERRY SHAKE
Strawberry ice cream mixed with
milk. Other varieties available.

MAPLE BERRY
COTTA

CARAMEL DELUXE

Maple Walnut ice cream and
Raspberry sorbet, red fruits and
coulis.
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Chocolate & Salted Caramel and
Caramelita ice creams, caramelized
nuts, caramel sauce, cream and wafer.

VANILLA ESPRESSO

GAUFRE SPECULOOS

Pleasure moments after a meal:
Enjoy a scoop of Mövenpick Vanilla Dream
ice cream with a coffee.

Caramelita ice cream and
choux, whipped chocolate cream,
chocolate sauce and shavings.
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MOVENPICK

Recipes

s

t, serve.
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POS & ACCESSORIES

WHY CREATE COCKTAILS USING MOVENPICK
5
8
Why ice cream in cocktail recipes?
Swiss Discovery
Reduce waste and increase marginWhite
by addingRussian
cocktails to your dessert menu.
Alcoholic
They’re quick to create with no significant labour cost.
Alcoholic

g

MOVENPICK
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Recipes

Birchwood with
carnauba wax coating

Mövenpick premium
pavement sign Powder
coated steel & aluminium
50cmWx75cmH

INgREDIENTS FOR 1 SERVINg
INgREDIENTS FOR 1 SERVINg

25ml white rum
25ml chocolate liquor (Bols)
25ml milk
1 x 1/20 scoop Swiss Chocolate
6 ice-cubes
1 chocolate pencil

Mövenpick
Birchwood Spoon
100mmx25mmx1.5mm

25ml vodka
25ml coffee liquor (Kaluha)
1 x 1/20 scoop Vanilla Dream
6 ice-cubes

PREPARATION METHOD

Add all ingredients and 4 ice-cubes
to a cocktail shaker.
■■ Shake for 15 seconds.
■■ Pour into a small whisky glass
using the strainer.
■■ Add 2 ice-cubes and the chocolate pencil, serve.

PREPARATION METHOD

■■

MOJITO
ALCOHOLIC

SWISS DISCOVERY
ALCOHOLIC

Swiss Chocolate

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 SERVING
50ml white rum
50ml lemon juice
25ml cane syrup
100ml soda
1 x 1/20 scoop Lemon Sorbet
6 ice-cubes
& fresh
mint6
11600 MPK Recipe Booklet
2013 - Cocktail_AW
(8) LW.indd
PREPARING METHOD

Add all ingredients and 4 ice-cubes
to a cocktail shaker.
■■ Shake for 15 seconds.
■■ Pour into a small whisky glass
using the strainer.
■■ Add 2 ice-cubes, serve.
■■

19/12/2012 12:33

• Add all ingredients and 4 ice-cubes
to a cocktail shaker.
• Shake for 15 seconds.
• Pour into a tall tumbler using the strainer, add soda.
• Add 2 ice-cubes and the fresh mint, serve.

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 SERVING
25ml white rum
25ml chocolate liquor (Bols)
25ml milk
1 x 1/20 scoop Swiss Chocolate
6 ice-cubes
1 chocolate pencil
19/12/2012
PREPARING
METHOD
11600 MPK
Recipe Booklet 2013
- Cocktail_AW (8) LW.indd 8

WHITE RUSSIAN
ALCOHOLIC

Vanilla Dream

• Add all ingredients and 4 ice-cubes
to a cocktail shaker.
• Shake for 15 seconds.
• Pour into a small whisky glass using the strainer.
• Add 2 ice-cubes and the chocolate pencil, serve.

Mövenpick tableware set
Ceramic tray 25x12x2cm
Ice cream cup ceramic
10x5.6x9.4cm
Iconic glass 8.6x5.8,9cm

12:33

INGREDIENTS FOR 1 SERVING
25ml vodka
25ml coffee liquor (Kaluha)
1 x 1/20 scoop Vanilla Dream
6 ice-cubes
PREPARING METHOD
• Add all ingredients and 4 ice-cubes
to a cocktail shaker.
• Shake for 15 seconds.
• Pour into a small whisky glass using the strainer.
• Add 2 ice-cubes, serve.

19/12/2012 12:33

Mövenpick Cone Holder
Powder-coated white
stainless steel.
24x11x12cm

Download our Movenpick recipe guide from Froneri POS website for more suggestions.
18
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Biodegradable
and compostable,
FSC certified
Mövenpick Napkin
white tissue paper
85x163mm

MOVENPICK

POS & ACCESSORIES

POS & ACCESSORIES

Mövenpick Fancy
Coupe Glass
Clear glass 8.2cm H
Mövenpick Parasol
100% polyester with
aluminium frame
1.8mx1.8m round

Crafted

t
e Spiri

e Alpin

with th

DARIN

MAN

Mövenpick Scooper Size 20
aluminium with ceramic
coating 18.3x5.1x4.9cm

Mövenpick Napkin
dispenser Powder
coated steel
9 x 17.1 x 12cm

Mövenpick Parasol
100% polyester with
aluminium frame
3m x 3m square

Crafted with the Alpine Spirit

CE
PAL A THE BRIGADIER GERARD
Craf

ted w

ith th

e Al

pine

Mövenpick Traditional
Coupe Glass
100% clear glass black
decor
17cm H

Spir

it

MOVENPICK_ICECREAMUK
WWW.MOEVENPICK-ICECREAM.COM

Mövenpick Beach Flag
700mmx2600mm

Mövenpick Cup 260ml
9.0x6.2cm
Mövenpick Cup 100ml
70.2x4cm
Corn PLA coated
cardboard

100% renewable
and PEFC certified

EAMUK
CECR
OM
CK_I
AM.C
ENPI
ECRE
MOV
ICK-IC
VENP
MOE
WWW.

Mövenpick Menus
6pp 140x280mm
4pp 140x210mm
4pp 210x210mm

Download our Movenpick recipe guide from Froneri POS website for more suggestions.
20
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MOVENPICK

POS & ACCESSORIES

MINI POTS
Mövenpick Bib Apron
65% polyester, 35%
cotton 245g/sqm
1 size

Mövenpick Freezer
SP100

AT M O V E N P I C K , W E B E L I E V E B E S T
M O M E N T S O R I G I N AT E F R O M
SIMPLE THINGS DONE IN
E X T R A O R D I N A RY WAY S .

Mövenpick flavour
tub indicator

18x1

100ml

Mövenpick Polo short
sleeve Shirt - Unisex
Black 100% cotton,
Small to Extra Large

NEW

WITH WOODEN SPOON

Mövenpick Cap
100% cotton,
metal clip
25x20x11cm

We are committed to working with our customers and suppliers to
reduce the impact of plastic packaging on our environment.
We aim to have 100% recyclable, compostable or reusable packaging by 2025.

Mövenpick Freezer
SP125
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Best of the best...
KELLY’S

78%
£32M
BRAND VALUE BRAND
LOT T E D C

**

MI

LK

M

&

AWARENESS

REA

LOCAL C

*

WHOLE

“When I think of Kelly’s, I think of the seaside and
real, traditional ice cream.It’s a lovely taste,
nice and thick and feels like a real treat”
* NIELSEN SCANTRACK, TOTAL COVERAGE, 52 WE 11.07.20 PLUS FRONERI SCOOPING SALES OUT IN VOLUME FACTORED UP INTO RSV
** CONSUMER RESEARCH, BLUE YONDER, 2020
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WHOLE

KELLY’S

e
g
n
a
R
1
2
0
2

LOT T E D C

4.5 Litre Napoli

ream &
Clotted C

Raspberry Ripple
British

Millionaires
Shortbread
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TRY OUR RANGE
OF DELICIOUS
RECIPES

Example Recipe

0ml milk.
 Blend 2-3 scoops with 50-10
Add sauce.
Freshly whipped cream,
AND your choice of toppings

s
e
a
d
n
u
S
,
s
e
l
f
Waf
and more..
Recipe’s Created by

James
Strawbridge

DEVELOPMENT CHEF AND
KELLY’S ICE CREAM SOMMELIER

RECIPES
28
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KELLY’S

SHAKE THINGS
UP WITH KELLYS
MILKSHAKE

RECIPES

METHOD

METHOD

1. Brew a double espresso shot and add ½ tsp of cinnamon syrup

1. Slice 1 banana, place on a tray and sprinkle with 1 tsp brown sugar

2. Place 2 scoops of Kelly’s Café Latte ice cream into a Sundae glass and

2. Blow torch until caramelised or cook in a non-stick pan and flambe with rum

pour over the hot spiced coffee

3. Heat 1 tbsp salted chocolate sauce and draw a spiral onto the plate

3. Garnish with 1 crumbled gingerbread biscuit and a cinnamon stick

4. Add banana and 1 scoop of Kelly’s Rum & Raisin ice cream to a plate
5. Sprinkle with a pinch of coconut flakes and garnish with sprigs of mint
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KELLY’S

Rum & Raisin
Banana Split

Spiced Coffee
Affogato

Mint
Chocolate
Sandwich

METHOD

METHOD

1. Drizzle 1 tbsp of salted caramel sauce into the base of a sundae

1. Sandwich 2 large scoops of Kelly’s Mint Chocolate ice cream between 2 large cookies

glass Position half a sliced banana around the base and up the sides

2. Squeeze cookies together and smooth ice cream with spatula

2. Place 2-3 large scoops of Kelly’s Millionaires Shortbread

3. Roll sandwich in chocolate chips

ice cream into a glass

4. Wrap in a Kelly’s napkin and serve

3. Garnish with a chocolate wafer straw

[optional] serve with chocolate dipping sauce

RECIPES
32
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KELLY’S

Billionaires
Banoffee
Sundae

Eton Mess
Shake

METHOD
1. Blend 2-3 scoops of Kelly’s Strawberry ice cream with 75ml milk and
30ml strawberry puree

2. Garnish with whipped cream, meringue pieces and strawberry
puree drizzle

RECIPES
34

METHOD
1. Blend 2-3 scoops of Kelly’s Cherry Bakewell ice cream with 75ml milk
2. 1 tbsp of cherry jam into a Kelly’s cup and spread up the sides
3. Pour the milkshake into cup
3. Top with whipped cream, Add 1tbsp granola, 1 tsp flaked almonds and 1 ripe cherry
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KELLY’S

Bakewell Tart
Freakshake

POS & Accessories
Spoon

Parasol
130gm knitted polyester 1800mm diameter

18 roundel capacity both sides
485mm(W)x1000mm(H) 5mm foamex,
portrait / landscape each side

24 flavours as a single pack, 135mm diameter, self adhesive vinyl.

Wall Flag
Blackout banner PVC.
580 x 400 x 380mm

KELLY’S

Birchwood Spoon
100mmx25mmx1.5mm

Menu Board

Sticker Kit

Litter Bin
Full colour, weighted bin with
loose liner. 400mm diameter
x 845mm high.

Napkin Holder
OPEN CLOSED SIGNS
Shape Cut Foamex Panel
300mm (W) x 260mm (H)

OPEN

Branded full colour napkin holder.
105mm(W)x104mm(D)x144mm(H)

Pavement Signs
Aluminium panel, recycled base.
Display size 500mm (W) x 750mm (H) weight 11kg.

CLOSED

Magnetic Menu Board

Coupe Glass

5mm foamex, packed with magnetic flavour strips. 480mm(W x800mm(H)

Traditional coupe glass 100% clear glass,
branded 17cm (H)

Flavour Sticks
Double sided to insert into Napolis,
packed and ordered in sets of
10. 75mm (W) x 130mm (H)

Single Stickers
Mini Pots and individual scooping flavours,
135mm diameter, self adhesive vinyl.

Cone Holder

11
9

1
91

Cornish
Vanilla

Branded acrylic cone holder
(4 cone capacity)

RED APRON
Heavyweight 240gm pre-shrunk cotton
One size - width 60cm, length 87cm
NEW KELLY’S DESIGN POINT OF SALE AND ACCESSORIES LAUNCHING IN 2022
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THE PERFECT

accompaniment
to Sundaes,
Milkshakes and Desserts

5 LITRE FLAT TOP NAPOLI FOR
BACK OF HOUSE SCOOPING

OREO

THE ONLY MANUFACTURED OREO
SCOOPING ICE CREAM LICENSED BY MONDELEZ
38

Recommended serving suggestion

39

begins in the fields
From field to bake –
full traceability of the finest natural
ingredients. Sustainable and
responsible sourcing and handling
of ingredients. Fast frozen fruits to
retain freshness and quality.

baked in

ABOUT US

Over 40 years’ experience as a
specialist provider of deep-frozen
premium baked goods. From
manufacturer Erlenbacher, based
in Germany, with state-of-the-art
technology to deliver success for you.

FOR THE TASTE
Natural and fresh ingredients
We use only natural flavours –
no added preservatives, no added
hydrogenated fats or oils and
no artificial colours

with love for detail

50

PERFECTLY BAKED

Pioneers in innovation and
technique for a handcrafted finish.
Endorsed by top patisserie chefs.
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• No colourants
• No artificial flavours
• No preservatives
• No hardened vegetable fats/oils.

FRUIT
We use only raspberries, blueberries and
mainly hand-cut strawberry halves of a
specific quality (size and juice content).

EGGS
We only purchase fresh whole barn eggs
from companies certified by KAT (Association
for Controlled Alternative Animal Husbandry).

DAIRY PRODUCTS
We use fresh dairy products (quark, cream
…), most of which are produced in Germany.

COCOA
Since 2015, erlenbacher has been certified
according to the UTZ cocoa standard for a
mass balance (MB) supply chain model. 99%
of the cocoa products in our raw materials
are UTZ MB-certified, with the aim being
complete conversion.

99% of the palm oil products in our raw
materials are sourced from RSPO SG certified
suppliers. www.rspo.org
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OUR CAKES
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PERFECTLY BAKED

PALM OIL

2021 RANGE

BANANA
BREAD (V)

APPLE
TART (V)

A vegan banana sponge cake
dough with walnuts, topped with
fruity redcurrants and a mixture of
nuts, almonds and oatflakes.

A round tart made with vegan
shortcrust pastry and topped
with juicy apple slices and
flaked almonds.

HIGH FRUIT CONTENT 46% APPLE FILLING AND
28% APPLE SLICES.

ADD TO YOUR BREAKFAST
OR BRUNCH MENU

CARAMEL
BROWNIE
CHEESECAKE

2021 RANGE

A lightly salted crumbly shortcrust
base, topped with mascarpone
cream cheese filling infused with
cocoa drops. Decorated with
brownie chunks, walnuts, dark
cocoa curls, and caramel.

NEW YORK
STYLE BAKED
CHEESECAKE

TRENDY AND INDULGENT
PERFECT FOR DESSERT PARLOURS

America’s No.1 choice! A smooth,
velvety cream cheese filling on a
tasty and crumbly shortcrust base.

RUSTIC BAKED BORDER
APPEARANCE

STRAWBERRY
CREAM
SLICE (GF)

PLUM
CRUMBLE
CAKE

RASPBERRY
BROWNIE (GF)

A fluffy cream cheese filling on a
gluten-free sponge cake base.
Generously topped with glazed
strawberries.

A rustic classic! A layer of tangy
plum halves with crisp, golden
butter crumbles on a baked crisp
shortcrust base, finished off with
glaze.

A chewy brownie packed with
chocolate and secret ingredient
beetroot. Topped with sunflower
seeds, pumpkin seeds, hazelnuts
and raspberries.

GLUTEN FREE

FRUITY, CRUNCHY AND CHEWY

PREMIUM
APPLE PIE

FOUR LAYER
CARROT CAKE

A crispy shortcrust pastry base
filled with chunky apple slices and
topped with flaked almonds.

Layers of spiced carrot cake filled with a
light mousse, sprinkled with walnuts and
sultanas and topped with a light frosting.

HANDMADE FINISH
APPLE FILLING (40%)
APPLE SLICES (33%)

MOIST CAKE WITH
48% MOUSSE FILLING

CHERRY
CHOCOLATE
CRISP SLICE
A crispy base is topped with a
delicious light and dark rippled
mousse. Covered in a cocoa
sponge base, and a mixture of
sweet and sour cherries.

OVER 40% PLUMS PER SLICE

UNIQUE CRISP BASE. DELICIOUS
SWEET AND SOUR CHERRIES. AWARD
WINNING.
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PERFECTLY BAKED

(V) SUITABLE FOR VEGANS (GF) GLUTEN FREE

PRODUCT INFORMATION
APPLE TART (V)

PRODUCT INFORMATION
BANANA BREAD (V)

PACK 4

PACK 6

14 PORTIONS - 139g

12 PORTIONS - 96g

12 PORTIONS - 188g

STRAWBERRY CREAM SLICE (GF)

PACK 6

Defrost: Remove the frozen cake
from packaging. In refrigerator
(6-7ºC: approximately 6 hours. At
room temperature (21-22ºC) for
approximately 3 hours.

PACK 4

CHERRY & CHOCOLATE CRISP SLICE

PACK 4

12 PORTIONS - 175g

FOUR LAYER CARROT CAKE

PACK 4

PERFECTLY BAKED

Defrost: Remove the frozen product from
packaging. In the refrigerator defrost
whole cake approximately 6 hours, or one
slice for approximately 3 hours.

Defrost: Remove the frozen product
from packaging. At room temperature
(21-22ºC) defrost the whole cake for
approximately 9 hours or one slice for
approximately 2.5 hours.
12 PORTIONS - 208g
12 PORTIONS - 167g
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PACK 4

Defrost: In the refrigerator
(6-7ºC) for about 12 hours.

12 PORTIONS - 167g

PACK 4

PACK 6

Defrost: In the refrigerator (6-7ºC) for
about 12 hours.
At room temperature (21-22ºC) for about
8 hours.

Defrost: at room temperature
(21-22ºC) for about 8 hours.

12 PORTIONS - 171g

PREMIUM APPLE PIE

NEW YORK STYLE BAKED CHEESECAKE

14 PORTIONS - 188g

PLUM CRUMBLE CAKE

Defrost: In the refrigerator
(6-7ºC) for about 12 hours.

12 PORTIONS - 88g

PACK 4

Defrost: In the refrigerator (6-7ºC) for
about 12 hours.
At room temperature (21-22ºC) for about
8 hours.

Defrost: Remove the frozen cake
from packaging. In fridge (6-7ºC)
approximately 8-9 hours. At
room temperature (21-22ºC) for
approximately 4 hours.

Defrost: At room temperature
(21-22ºC) for about 9 hours or one
slice for approximately 2.5 hours.
Alternatively heat up the whole
cake at 150ºC for approximately 45
minutes and leave to cool.

RASPBERRY BROWNIE (GF)

CARAMEL BROWNIE CHEESECAKE
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Richmond House
Leeming Bar Industrial Estate, Leeming Bar
Northallerton, North Yorkshire, DL7 9UL
Tel: +44 1677 423 397
Fax: +44 1677 428 102
Email: info@uk.froneri.co.uk

www.froneri.uk.com
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